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Not all languages are regular
Theorem

Languages accepted by DFA\(^s\), NFA\(^s\), and regular expressions are the same.

Question: Is every language a regular language? No.

- Each DFA \(M\) can be represented as a string over a finite alphabet \(\Sigma\) by appropriate encoding.
- Hence number of regular languages is countably infinite.
- Number of languages is uncountably infinite.
- Hence there must be a non-regular language!
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A direct proof

\[ L = \{0^i 1^i \mid i \geq 0\} = \{\epsilon, 01, 0011, 000111, \cdots\} \]
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Proof by Contradiction

- Suppose $L$ is regular. Then there is a DFA $M$ such that $L(M) = L$.
- Let $M = (Q, \{0, 1\}, \delta, s, A)$ where $|Q| = n$.

Consider strings $\epsilon, 0, 00, 000, \cdots, 0^n$ total of $n + 1$ strings.

What states does $M$ reach on the above strings? Let $q_i = \delta^*(s, 0^i)$.

By pigeon hole principle $q_i = q_j$ for some $0 \leq i < j \leq n$. That is, $M$ is in the same state after reading $0^i$ and $0^j$ where $i \neq j$.

$M$ should accept $0^i1^i$ but then it will also accept $0^j1^i$ where $i \neq j$. This contradicts the fact that $M$ accepts $L$. Thus, there is no DFA for $L$. 
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